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KMU gives full support to the continuing struggle of Toyota 
workers 
Solidarity Statement for the International Day of Action against Toyota 
10 October 2011 
 
We, of the Philippines’ genuine, militant and nationalist labor center Kilusang Mayo Uno, 
reiterate our full support to the continuing struggle of the workers of Toyota Motor 
Philippines Corporation.  
 
We support their continuing struggle for the reinstatement of union members and leaders 
who were illegally retrenched in an effort to nip in the bud what was then their newly-formed 
union. 
 
We unite with them in voicing out our condemnation of, and opposition to, the Toyota Motor 
Philippines Corporation management’s series of offensives against them: 
 
(1) Its refusal to recognize what was then, in 2001, the workers’ newly-formed union, 
(2) Its illegal retrenchment of union members and leaders who formed the union and went on 
strike,  
(3) Its refusal to recognize and implement a Supreme Court ruling favoring the workers in the 
latter’s petition for negotiations for a Collective Bargaining Agreement, 
(4) Its creation of a yellow union against the existing genuine workers’ union, and 
(5) Its implementation of another wave of retrenchment last August 2010 to bust the existing 
workers’ union.  
 
We salute the workers of Toyota Motor Philippines Corporation in continuing to struggle for 
their interests and basic rights guaranteed under the Philippine Constitution of 1987. 
 
The Toyota workers’ struggle calls attention to the highly-repressive measures being 
undetaken by big foreign and local capitalists against workers who are uniting and acting to 
uphold their rights.  
 
It also calls attention to the government’s collusion with big capitalists in attacking workers’ 
rights. For all its promises of “change,” the Aquino government has merely continued the 
anti-worker policies of its predecessors.  
 
Pitted against the workers of Toyota are powerful forces in society: the Toyota management 
and the government. We call on the workers and peoples of the Philippines and the world to 
extend them all the support that we can give. 
 
Struggle against union busting and other forms of trade-union repression! 
Fight for our right to form unions! 
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Struggle against the anti-worker and union-buster Toyota corporation! 
Struggle against the anti-worker Aquino regime! 
Long live the workers of Toyota! 
Long live the workers of the Philippines and the world! 
 
 
  


